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22 Nov 2016 . Once upon a time, teenagers used to have to work for their pocket money. Do
you remember those days?! Sure, as parents we all want to give our kids an easier road to
success than we might have had ourselves, but a summer job can change a teenager's life for
the better. Let's make summer great again,.

12 Oct 2013 . 03 – Preparing for College. College is more work than high school and even if
you made it through high school with no job for spending money it is more difficult to do that
in college. Adding work to the mix earlier makes you better at time management when you get
to the university.
3 Jul 2016 . Zoo/Aquarium Assistant: If you've got a zoo nearby, you've got job opportunities.
Zoos hire teens for seasonal jobs ranging from “landscape attendant” to “young docents.” You
probably won't have access to the elephant's living area, but then again, someone needs to
clean up after them! Movie Theater.
18 Oct 2017 . How to help your kids get their first part-time job. . Here are a few things you
should consider when encouraging your teenage kids to get a job. .. If you usually pay for
your teenager's clothes and shoes, but they want a brand item that is more expensive, you
could ask them to contribute the difference.
10 Jul 2013 . What they tell you: Dress for the job you want. What they don't: Appearance isn't
everything, but it can definitely tip the scale in one way or another. If you're already the star
on your team, being well dressed is just another thing that makes you great. It's the most
visible way to prove to your boss that you get it.
Jobs 1 - 20 of 1528 . There are even quite a lot of professional dog walkers out there who get
paid to take dogs for a walk every day! If you like animals and are good with dogs, then this
could be a good job for a teenager like you. It is a big responsibility to take out someone's
beloved pet, but if you get on well with dogs and.
5 Apr 2011 . So here's what I think: I think if a teen wants to work to save up for school or his
own car (for school) or something worthwhile and the only job available is at a fast-food
restaurant, you should consider letting him take the job. In an ideal world, we wouldn't have
to make a compromise like this — but, it's not.
7 Mar 2011 . So, your teen is finally ready to enter the job market, but they don't know how to
actually get hired. It can be overwhelming to a young person beginning this process, but it
becomes manageable when you break it down. If you have a teen in your life who would like
to find work, then…
12 Jun 2017 . If your kid is starting his or her first job this summer, you've got a great
opportunity to talk with him or her about how we get paid and all the ways we could and
should be spending those hard-earned dollars. Here's what to expect when your child works
this summer. Baby's First W4 Form. You must be so.
These job tips will help you find the best possible first-time job given your age and lack of
work experience: Know what you're getting into. Be prepared. Spread the word. Work for the
experience. Consider your options. Stick with it.
If your teen's name comes up in blogs and on chat groups, ensure that they portray them in the
best possible light. If not, even getting it taken down is no match for a computer savvy
employer. If your teenager has made mistakes or is prone to being photographed in an
unflattering light, you may need to look at improving.
11 Sep 2017 . Parents can pitch in on finding job openings, but mostly this should be your
teen's job. In some ways, they may have more connections than you. They know a network of
people their own age, and many of them may have jobs. They should talk to their friends to
find out if they know businesses that hire teens.
Job opportunity for 16 year old and older at Wal-Mart stores. . What jobs teenagers can apply
at Wal-Mart? . You will get paid time off and health insurance for full time employee; You get
a 10% discount for nonperishable items; A flexible working hours suitable for students; You
will get quarterly bonuses based on store.
What's more, they can do all this while having the ability to drive cars. If your Sim bought

their teen a car, and you'd like to give them ownership, to make sure they drive that certain
car, select change ownership to only them. A schoolage teen in the Sims 3 studying Part Time
Jobs Teenagers can get a part time job. They are.
21 Oct 2012 . Many encourage their teen to get a part-time job in high school. But it may not
be the best use of their time and be as productive as you might think.
How do you talk with your child to help him make the right choice about taking a job? And
how do you maintain the communication needed to assure he manages job, school and social
time wisely if he goes to work? Nearly every teen can benefit from job experience. But there
are risks you must assess. The Benefits.
1 Jan 2010 . The data describe the work experiences of teenagers more than twenty years ago.
High school students are less likely to be employed today, especially in the midst of our
current recession, and teenagers' attitudes toward work may have changed as a result of their
reduced job prospects. Still, if one is.
And you're one of the best people to school students say. Parents have a huge impact on their
teenagers' career parents are their choices. In fact, research has shown that parents are the
biggest influencer on their teens' career choices. biggest Career influence. That's a lot of
responsibility. But don't worry! Even if you're.
10 Jun 2015 . More than half of job recruiters have reconsidered a candidate after viewing
their social pages, and 30 percent of college admission officers admitted they . So, if Uncle
Tim would think it was funny but an admissions officer wouldn't, advise your teen against
sharing. . You can turn off their ability to do so.
U.S. Teen Work Permits required for 14 and 15 year olds. . Getting a work permit will be easy
for you once you find the right job. You should know, however, that there . Remember, these
rules are designed to protect you and if you find an employer who is trying to make you do
illegal work it is within your rights to say no!
10 Apr 2014 . And this, ladies and gentlemen, is the number one reason you should buy a car
for your teenager. You see, if you make your teenager buy a car using his (or her!) own
money, what will happen is he (or she!) will get some menial job, possibly at Dairy Queen,
where he (or she! Can I stop doing this now?) is.
9 Dec 2013 . Do you believe this? shutterstock_161734739. Listen up, older people. The world
isn't the same now as it was then, and that's not good. Not good for our teens and not good for
our future. The days of the paper route are gone. Here are the three reasons why teens can't get
jobs today, and why this is.
16 Dec 2014 . Most parents encourage their teenage Sons and Daughters to go out and get a
job. . There's no benefits for them, so if an injury occurs, you better hope they're insured.
Speaking of safety issues, an estimated 28,000 teens in fast food jobs are rushed to the ER
each year with job related injuries. Most of.
11 Mar 2013 . If you are a teenager and starting a summer or after-school job there are a few
easy steps you need to follow in order to be on your way to earning a paycheck. Follow the
checklist below to get started and to check out the possibilities. Also, if you haven't found a
new job yet and need some tips on looking for.
8 Apr 2011 . Teenagers who read for pleasure are much more likely to get a better job when
they become adults, according to an in-depth and long-running . the researcher at Nuffield
College, Oxford found that there was a 39 per cent probability that girls would be in
professional or managerial posts at 33 if they had.
31 Mar 2017 . It may take some persuading when it comes to basic things like keeping their
room tidy, but when money's involved (especially if they've worked hard to earn it), many
teens are capable of understanding fairly complex money related info. Here are five money

matters to cover off with your teen when they get.
16 Aug 2015 . But you probably have a lot of other things on your plate as well: school,
extracurricular activities, family, friends, even college applications. How do you know
whether getting a job is a good idea? In this post, I'll talk about the things you should consider
before submitting those job applications. Hopefully.
Helping teens practice basic skills—like making eye contact and firming up their handshake—
will also give them more confidence from the get-go. When to get involved: If your teen is still
nervous after a few weeks, it may be a sign of a deeper issue, like a lousy manager or
overwhelming responsibilities. Talk it out until you.
As for a programming job I highly doubt you would be able to find one (Not to try and put
you down or anything) that would be paid. The only option I . Ask your friends' parents if
they have some problems in their firms/companies that could be solved by a small amount of
programming/scripting. Seriously.
20 Apr 2016 . Most jobs today require that you be able to engage others, both internally and
externally and it's your social skills that can make all the difference. Peak Focus. In most jobs,
you will be one member of a team. Whether this be your coworkers, or your employees, you
will need to utilize interpersonal.
Entry Level (820273); Mid Level (44981); Senior Level (2608). Tip: Enter your zip code in the
"where" box to show results in your area. Page 1 of 899,459 jobs. Upload your resume - Let
employers find you. Restaurant Team Member - Crew (1611 - El Monte Center) · Chipotle
Mexican Grill - 5,390 reviews - Mountain View,.
Until you turn 18 years old, you will nearly always be required to live with an adult to receive
financial assistance from the government. Even if you qualify for financial assistance, the
money you get may not be enough to pay bills. If you have a job, think about whether your.
Are You Working or. Looking for a Job? If you are like most young people, the answer is
probably, “yes.” Work is a big part of life for many teenagers and while having a . You have a
role to play in your own safety as well. In this partnership, you have both rights and
responsibilities. Your Rights By law, your employer must:.
What can you do to make your teenager's job a positive experience for everyone involved?
Child labor laws are . Children under 18 years old (minors) who work in New Jersey must
have an employment certificate . The official may refuse to issue working papers if such
refusal would be in the minor's best interest. 2.
In order to help you decide if your teen is ready to get a job, ask yourself these questions:
Does my teen get out of bed in the morning without prodding? Does my teen shower and have
good hygiene? Does my teen make good choices? Does my teen take responsibility for
mistakes? Does my teen get along with other teens.
Not wanting the grunt jobs. If you're a teenager who wants to work, you have to assume no
job is beneath you. It is very hard to get a job without work experience, so you cannot afford
to be choosy. Take what you can get, show up on time, do as you're asked, and after six
months, you will have a much.
There are actually quite a few ways to work from home and online as a teenager. . Published
November 28, 2016 Disclosure: We may receive compensation if you sign up for or purchase
products mentioned below. Are You Ready to .. There are tons of readily available freelance
writing jobs, if you know where to look.
18 Oct 2012 . They know what you studied because it's the same goddamn thing that everyone
in high school studies. All they want to know is if you have some special knowledge or skill
set that would make it easier for them to train you. However, almost every teenager's
application I've read has padding, like "Fluent in.

27 May 2014 . If you're a teen or young adult starting or looking for a summer job or
internship, getting paid (or getting a meaningful learning experience) is one of the most
important things. Otherwise, you could be at the beach or ziplining. If you're a parent, friend,
guardian or relative of someone entering the workforce.
How they present themselves lets me know if they are really serious about wanting a job. Even
if we are not hiring right then, if you present yourself well, then management will remember
you when an opening does come available. Me: What common mistakes do teenagers make as
employees? Ken: Over the years, I've.
5 Jul 2017 . As a teen, a job in construction can fit in well with your school schedule, because
the lion's share of construction work happens in summer when the weather is warm. You
might find plenty of open jobs in the industry, but **not every one is going to be open to
hiring you unless you're 18 or older.** Still, you.
9 Mar 2017 . If you're watching television together you could use the show to spark some
ideas! For example, during Border Control you could ask the question, “What do you think it
would take to become a dog handler or customs officer?” If you're driving in the car you
could ask him, “If you could do any job in the world,.
Teen Safety at Work. Your 13-year-old comes to you and asks permission to start babysitting
so she can earn enough money for that new video game. Or maybe your 16-year-old wants to
work at the local fast-food restaurant so he can save money for a car. If you're like many
parents, you probably think that a part-time job,.
Steps. Start researching. Find organizations and other places that you know pay teens to work.
Get the word out. Use your connections. Volunteer. Make a resume. Apply early! Go to an
interview. Increase your earnings.
Employers also have the responsibility to make sure there is no discrimination in the
workplace either by your coworkers or by the clients you serve. California state laws protect
workers from being fired, from having job opportunities withheld, or from being.
3 Jul 2015 . Miller's ability to find a summer job is representative of America's improving
teenage economy. More teens finding jobs: About 4.7 million teenagers have jobs now, an
increase from this time last year. How the teenage job market performs is a bellwether for the
rest of American job seekers. If more and more.
22 Aug 2014 . Does your teen have a job? If not, and you're fronting an allowance and
cringing when your teen spends these occasional funds on items you think are junk, maybe it's
time to suggest an after-school job – especially if your teen drives or can easily take public
transportation. If your son or daughter is.
9 Jun 2017 . Together, these policies have reduced the number of temporary paid jobs for
teenagers in the public and private sector. Fourth, companies have caught on to the fact that if
they want to hire teenagers, they don't have to pay them, at all: There has been an
extraordinary rise in unpaid internships over the last.
25 Feb 2016 . However, it's important to consider the big picture, including how a job will fit
in with academic responsibilities and other activities, such as family, sports, clubs, and other
commitments, she says. If you think your teen is ready for the challenge, here are some steps
to ensure you help them find the right job.
16 Mar 2016 . As well as the working hour restrictions, those employing under 16s should
check whether their local council requires them to get a work permit – some do. The council's
education or education welfare service can advise or you might find information about this on
their website. Anything else to consider?
Teenagers who work part-time or in summer jobs have the opportunity to learn new skills and
to develop a strong work ethic. Early work experiences also help teens learn how to get along

with a variety of personality types and to effectively manage their time and money. In
interviewing for a job, a teen should first tell how.
13 May 2013 . Whether you worked in a restaurant waiting tables, at a cash register helping
customers, as a babysitter, lifeguard or camp counselor – the experiences you had as a teen
earner . We've all heard of the story of Jhaquiel Reagan, a teen who walked ten miles to get a
job by a restaurant in Chicago, Illinois.
6 Jul 2016 . “There is no special tax treatment for teenagers running their own business,” says
Carol Topp, a Cincinnati CPA who is also the founder of TeensAndTaxes.com. “If you make
a profit of more than $400, you must pay self-employment.” The frustrating thing about selfemployment taxes is that while the.
12 Jun 2012 . “This will lead to a gap in their fun and cash flow and will be wonderful
motivation for them to go out and get a job.” John Gallo of Gallo Consulting stresses that
teens suddenly learn an item's worth once they have to use their own money to pay for it. “If
20% of what you made in the summer goes into.
When I was a teen, I had grand dreams of becoming a famous movie star/singer/writer/trapeze
artist. But considering I couldn't afford anything that wasn't free, I (my parents) decided I
should get a part-time job until the whole trapeze artist thing panned out. Before I dive into all
21 possible jobs, here are some things to take.
Whether you're saving for big purchases like a car or wanting to increase the amount of
spending money you have available, extra money is nice to have. But not all teens are
interested in the traditional part-time work of working at the local McDonald's or at the local
coffee shop. If you are a teen who wants to earn some.
13 Jan 2011 . I need some advice on a job I can get, also considering the fact that I am a teen. I
can babysit really well, because I help with my friends this summer. I do know that most
parents don't really want to leave kids with a blind girl though. So if you have any advice for
me, it would be greatly appreciated. There are.
5 Jun 2017 . The decline of the summer job. . This summer American teenagers should find it
a little easier to get a job—if they want one. The U.S. unemployment . Whether you're looking
at summer jobs or at teen employment year-round, the work trends for teenagers show a clear
pattern over the last three decades.
14 May 2012 - 2 min - Uploaded by SnagajobWhat if I'm asocial, and introvert and get
nervous over the smallest things? Also would .
Why a part-time job could be good for your teenager. Reading time: About 4 . You can help
your child look for jobs through the Getting a job search. Sometimes hitting . by asking in
person. Janie says, 'Both her and a friend walked for miles, just asking people in hairdressers,
cafes, and chip shops if there was any work.'.
18 Mar 2008 . I was surprised to recently learn that when my oldest son turns 14 in a few
months, my teenager can legally get a job. I always thought you had to be 16 to get a job, but
14- and 15-year-olds can work as long as they work no more than three hours a day and 18
hours a week during the school year. Here are.
8 Dec 2016 . Kaleigh Fasanella, Associate Digital Editor: “One of the most important things
you can do to help get your foot in the door at a place like Teen Vogue is to make connections
and stick with them. Even if you didn't land your dream internship, you can reach out to some
of your favorite writers and/or editors and.
13 Jun 2014 . While many teenagers are unable to find jobs, others place a higher value on
summer school and pre-college summer programs, which are far more popular than in the . “I
told him to start there, document all your experience and use that to move as quickly as you
can to a reputable company,” she said.

Question: “I'm 15 years old and trying to find my first job. What's your advice?” — Kiara
from Omaha, NE. Answer: Finding a job can be tough at any age, but especially if it's your
first job and you're a teenager. The good news is that there are a lot of jobs teenagers can do!
You might work in an airport, babysit, stock bags at a.
14 Jan 2012 . Financial independence: There's a certain satisfaction that is brought about by
being able to buy something you want with your own hard-earned money, and having a job
that brings in a paycheck will allow teens to learn how to effectively manage their money and
rely on themselves and not their parents.
Teen jobs traditionally pay around minimum wage or a little bit more, so expect to earn
anywhere between $2,000-$5,000 (pretax) for a summer's worth of work, depending on the
type of job you get and whether you work full- or part-time. You can also, of course, create
your own job — and we've got plenty of resources to.
Harass Quotes: Funny Quotes About Being Tired Teenagers Tired Of Being Harassed. Find
this Pin and more on ... I don't care if you have a baby, toddler, tween or teen the struggle for
both sleep and alone time remains the same. Find this Pin and more on .. It's our job to not
make life a cake walk for kids. They have to be.
7 Jun 2017 . STEVERMAN: Well, I think that both teenagers and parents have changed their
calculations a little bit about the job market. So if you go out and you get a $7.50-an-hour job,
that's really not going to contribute that much to your college fund especially when college
costs have risen way past the rate of.
I'm not saying you aren't capable of handling all this. We'll just have to see how it goes."
FOURTH STEP If you have a teenager who hasn't shown a great deal of responsibility toward
school and other obligations but wants to get a job, don't immediately be discouraging by
saying, "How in the world could you handle a job.
22 Oct 2012 . Lisa-Marie Kerr is the author of Get Job Ready, a book for teenagers looking for
a part-time job. These are her . If your child doesn't have any previous working experience,
they might wonder what they're going to include in a resume. This is where . “When you are
young, use your age to your advantage!”.
Think back to your first few job interviews. Did you know what to expect or say?
Interviewing can be a stressful experience for teens looking for their first job—especially if
they have learning and attention issues. It requires certain skills that may be weak spots, like
listening comprehension or focus. Plus, it's unknown territory.
These are the 13 steps you need to take to become a great babysitter -- and land an even
greater babysitting job. . How to Get a Teen Babysitting Job . And if you're between the ages
of 14 and 17, you can create a parent-monitored account on Care.com -- a parent will have to
approve your account and will be notified.
29 Sep 2016 . (I could be off-base about it; it's just something that's not uncommon with
Asperger's in the beginning of job searching.) If you think that might be what's happening, I'd
be glad to do a post soliciting advice from readers on the autism spectrum; I know I have a
bunch, and people tend to like to be helpful with.
19 Sep 2016 . Let's parent our kids to be capable adults! I love this Ann Landers quote! Walk
away from doing these 8 things for your teen this school year. 1. Waking them up in the
morning. If you are still waking little Johnny up in the mornings, it's time to let an alarm clock
do its job. My foursome has been expected to get.
In high school, you don't need to worry about working because there are dozens of ways to
make money without a job! Whether you're too busy to work, you don't want to, or your
parents won't let you, if you want some extra money you can get it. Here are just a few of the
many ways you can make money without a job.

Employers are not looking for a liability. 3. Punctuality: Since teens do not have the
experience of those who have worked before they often don't realize just how important
punctuality is. The employer hires you to work specific hours and if you are not there on time
then he must find someone else to cover your job duties for.
4 Dec 2017 . I had three jobs! My first was at Marks & Spencer over Christmas. It taught me
how to communicate, how to be good with money and how to prioritise the things that are
important to you. So if you want to go on holiday you learn to only buy things that you really
want so you can save. Rosemary, 72, retired.
14 Jul 2014 . In today's job market, it can be hard for a teenager to find a job. I remember
looking for jobs when I was 15 – they were hard to come by! Don't let the idea of not having a
car keep you from finding work. If you're willing to work, you can find something that's
worth your time. I wish I had this list of jobs for.
4 Jan 2012 . See all teen jobs. Keep in mind that different teen jobs have different age
requirements - if you're 16 or 17, you may be eligible to work as a cook or sales associate, but
not as a server or cashier. Some states require Employment/Age Certificates (also known as
"working papers") for teenagers under 18.
Schools out - now to help them find a job! Unless you own a company or know someone
who's looking for help, your teenager will have to find a job on their own. But that's not a bad
thing, because they need to learn to stand on their own feet. Whether its a part-time job whilst
they're studying, full time work or an.
teens each year are cooks, food prepration workers, nursing aides and laborers. TIP: To avoid
injury, ask for help when you need it or if you are unsure about any job-related tasks. Most
importantly, make sure you have access and training about safety gear and first-aid equipment.
where do most Minnesota teens work?
There are different schools of thought on whether teenagers should have part-time jobs, but I
find that the pros easily outweigh any cons. A teenager who works long hours every . If you
love animals, working at an animal shelter could be a great part-time job while you are in
school. Shelters hire minimum-wage employees.
11 Jul 2012 . And while a summer job can help teens learn about money, parents I've talked to
raise a lot of good questions. How do I know what's right for my child? Should I encourage
— or require — my daughter to get a job, even if she doesn't want to? What if my son wants
to get a job, but I don't think he's ready?
1 Nov 2013 . For these places, you just have to keep checking in with them, either on their
website or in person. A good place to start looking for jobs is Hire Teen. As the name implies,
it is geared towards teenagers and you can do searches for places that hire based on age. Be
aware that this site does not tell you if the.
11 Apr 2017 . Who wants jobs as a fast food restaurant? Teenagers and young adults, of
course. Where do you find teenagers? Well, if my teen is any indication, on Snapchat. The
vast majority of Snapchat's 158 million users are between the ages of 13-34, with the largest
group of those being 18-24. Just the age range.
4 Apr 2015 . When David Beckham's son Brooklyn turned 14, the elder Beckham told him to
get a job. He did – at a café in London. Speaking on the “Late Late Show” on CBS, Beckham
said, “You know what kids are like, they want new soccer boots, they want new sneakers. It
came to the point where he turned 14 and I.
Working teens can be a double-edged sword. Research shows that some teens may get lower
grades and even get into trouble with drugs and alcohol as a result of after-school jobs, but for
many, the benefits outweigh the potential risks. Building experience, self-reliance, and
important skills are among some of the best.

If you're a teenager, you are in a very powerful position. Starting good . If I knew as a
teenager even a fraction of what I know now about money, I'd probably be retired. So let us
help you . Every dollar you get, whether it's a gift, an allowance, or pay from a job, get into
the habit of saving a portion of it. Half of it would be.
11 Jul 2016 . Parents are clearly divided when it comes to forcing their teenagers to find a
summer job, after a fierce debate gripped Mumsnet users last week. . on the forum that her 16year-old daughter planned to spend all summer bumming around, but the poster wondered if
forcing her to get a job would be harsh.
24 Sep 2014 . Teen Jobs (my unofficial guide) . So if you feel your teen needs to take time off
of work for whatever reason this should be an option to quit and join again. . This job is like a
typical Retail job and seemed to have a high risk of stressing out my sim (although that could
be me too as I like to push my sims to.
I have received a couple of messages this year from people looking for online jobs for teens.
Some of these people actually were teens, and some were parents of teens. If you are a
teenager or if you have a teenager, I have some solutions that will help! Most of these things
are just good for extra money online, but some.
You give the employer the thumbs up and are ready to start work tomorrow. Except now you
need to get a work permit. Yep, if you are between 14 and 17 you might need to get a work
permit to legally work - and if you are under 14 you may only be able to work doing special
jobs and you will need special permission.
13 Nov 2017 . Homework is still important if you're favoring mental skills, but it's a little less
important if you have a specific plan in mind. . Anna uses her telephone, and she can select
the “Find a Job” option. . All part-time jobs for teenagers pay exceptionally well per hour,
beating out most of the jobs for adults.
Traditional teen jobs are good choices for those teens who are ready to join the workforce.
Some of . If you live in a city that allows you to get your driver's license at age 16, you can
apply for a food delivery job. . If you have basic computer skills and like working in an
office, you can often find a part-time job as a data clerk.
Thirteen year olds can go to our find teenager jobs section to get an overview of employment
tactics and what goes into finding and keeping a job. And here .. If you are a 13 year old boy
or girl that has a strong knowledge of computer related information then working around
computers should be right up your alley. In this.
15 May 2016 . Johnson says business owners are routinely shocked at how few real world
smarts teens have. Some have never caught a bus. So what, you say? They have no idea how
to even go about catching a bus. They have no ability to cope with facing a new challenge.
That is a big problem at work. If a teenager.
As a teenager, looking for your first part-time job can seem like a difficult task. Finding a job
is hard, to begin with, but when you haven't had any experience in a workplace, have never
been through an interview, and don't know where to start in writing your first resume, the task
can seem impossible.
In most cases for teen jobs nothing beats pounding the pavement and hitting the mall or fast
food restaurants. Still you should also enlist the help of adult family and friends — especially
if you are seeking a job that does not typically go to a teenager. You still have to apply and
interview for the job but having an adult put in a.
7 Apr 2015 . It used to be commonplace for teens to have a part-time job, whether that was
helping to pack bags at the store, or delivering newspapers. However, th. . Do all you can to
ensure that their terms of employment are fair, and make it clear to your teen that they should

be treated with respect. Teens need to be.
6 Sep 2017 . So your child is keen to get a job, or you're keen for them to get one? Firstly, you
need to be aware of government regulations about the number of hours a child can work,
especially if they're still at school. Also worth noting is that not every employer is scrupulous
about sticking to these, so you may need to.
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